Binding and repair of mismatched DNA mediated by Rhp14, the fission yeast homologue of human XPA.
Rhp14 of Schizosaccharomyces pombe is homologous to human XPA and Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rad14, which act in nucleotide excision repair of DNA damages induced by ultraviolet light and chemical agents. Cells with disrupted rhp14 were highly sensitive to ultraviolet light, and epistasis analysis with swi10 (nucleotide excision repair) and rad2 (Uve1-dependent ultraviolet light damage repair pathway) revealed that Rhp14 is an important component of nucleotide excision repair for ultraviolet light-induced damages. Moreover, defective rhp14 caused instability of a GT repeat, similar to swi10 and synergistically with msh2 and exo1. Recombinant Rhp14 with an N-terminal hexahistidine tag was purified from Escherichia coli. Complementation studies with a rhp14 mutant demonstrated that the tagged Rhp14 is functional in repair of ultraviolet radiation-induced damages and in mitotic mutation avoidance. In bandshift assays, Rhp14 showed a preference to substrates with mismatched and unpaired nucleotides. Similarly, XPA bound more efficiently to C/C, A/C, and T/C mismatches than to homoduplex DNA. Our data show that mismatches and loops in DNA are substrates of nucleotide excision repair. Rhp14 is likely part of the recognition complex but alone is not sufficient for the high discrimination of nucleotide excision repair for modified DNA.